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Hello again and welcome to the July newsletter. Thanks to everyone who has contributed.
Because of the restrictions that we are all enduring many of you are venturing out again
privately, but in spite of prompting, nay pleading, not much is forthcoming about your
adventures. Maybe modesty is preventing you demonstrating your literary talents.
The “Zoom” presentations on Tuesday evenings have proven to be popular, with a better
attendance than the real thing, a reflection of the times maybe. Your committee is working
towards reopening the huts. There is a weighty document from BMC oozing with advice, all
of which needs to be considered. Maybe Wales will reopen to the English sometime soon.
We have had an exploding battery at the Loft which, fortunately, caused little damage.
Thanks to Jon Ellis and Dave Sudell for dealing with that.
In view of the lack of current material you may notice an historical slant to this edition, enjoy
the read.
Bernard Smith.
==========================================================================

From the archives

Chamonix July/August 2001 --------

Julie Harold

A holiday to remember – my inner thoughts, never exposed before!

The holiday had been hatched after climbing one Wednesday night when people got together and suggested places
to go. Chamonix was the favourite - where was Chamonix? I dared not ask! I had never heard of the place before,
never mind know where it was. Well I was soon to find out.
Let me put a few things into perspective for you: I had never been on an Alpine meet before to the snow clad
mountains; I had never worn crampons or held an ice axe in my hand, nor had I ever slept in a mountain hut or on a
glacier listening to the rocks falling in the distance. Yes I was truly a mountain virgin – I thought that would make
you read on. So, what was I doing here, having the time of my life? To all the members of LMC who for years and
years have gained the expertise and experienced the delights of the mountains I truly envy you. Now it was my turn
to enjoy the delights of the ‘white stuff’, I was going to enjoy myself.
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Where was Chamonix? Where are the mountains? We had driven almost a thousand miles. “Are you sure we have
come the right way?” - Only 25 miles to go, all this talk of summits yet not a hillock to be seen. Then wham - there it
was - over a long curving bridge, round a bend then YES, that’s the summit of Mt Blanc. Wow, the scenery changed
as suddenly as the left hand bend. There in front of us the mountains grew bigger and bigger, with wisps of cloud
encircling Mt Blanc, it stood out against the brilliant blue sky. The Boissons glacier appeared - never had I seen
anything like it before except in mountain books. My eyes could not take it all in, my heart was filled with
excitement; I had never seen scenery so beautiful. I felt like a kid on Christmas day, opening presents and not
knowing what was going to be there – I had 14 Christmas days to enjoy and I had a feeling that things were going to
get better and better. I instantly fell in love with the place and knew why people just have to go back year after year.
We drove through Chamonix at 1pm - the place was buzzing and alive, quite a contrast to the still mountain scenery
above, two extremes, which just slotted together. Now, where is the campsite!
On arrival we found the Smith’s and McMullen’s but Ian was already out on a route with Frank, so we set up camp
next door, made some food and waited eagerly for Ian and Frank to return. Hurry up Ian, John has pocket money to
spend on gear and Ian was happy to help him spend it!
Day 1 – Trip round gear shops looking for metal ware for John. Poor mum had to make do with begged and
borrowed stuff (but my trusty borrowed stuff got me to the top - see later). After John’s mega spending spree the
rest of the day was taken up with a trip up the cable to the Brevant for a leisurely stroll towards some interesting
rock pinnacles. We watched a couple of guys climbing them, then a helicopter startled a family of Chamois which
scattered over the rocks, gracefully leaping for cover. It was a good first day, with lovely views across the valley
towards the Midi. In the evening plans were made over large quantities of beer and wine in the Smith’s mess tent
for the next day’s adventure. The weather was settled so it was time to fix crampons to boots and venture upwards.

Midi - Plan Traverse
Up early and off to Chamonix in the car. Put on mountain boots and walk down the tarmac road in non-bendy boots
to the cable car. Felt like a space man walking on the moon. What a weird feeling - they felt like a pair of flippers on
my feet - how the hell was I going to walk in these things! Queued for ages at the cable car, sweating in the heat in
all this thermal gear! Lots of time to people watch, thank goodness all my gear was borrowed and well worn – at
least I looked as if I knew what I was doing even though I didn’t have a clue! I’m glad I wasn’t in possession of John’s
shiny ice axes and non-scratched crampons. Secretly I wished I had Josie’s mountain experience. Secretly I was
scared to death of the unknown. The telepherique arrived: squashed into it like sardines, I managed to secure a oneboot space next to the window. I managed to stick my ice axe in someone’s bum, oops sorry mate. Lost Dave in the
crush. Thought I was going to die from being crushed, then thought I was going to die crashing into the Midi rock
face, hanging on only one cable, two lives gone already and I haven’t yet stepped onto the snow. At last we reached
the top of the Midi. The cold thin air hit me as I stepping into the ice tunnel. Time to gear up. Now, how do these
go on - well ok I must admit I had practised once back home on the Axminister carpet, but out here was something
else! All in a line like penguins, ready to go – oh hell, do I have to go down that. Go on, down you go, there was no
turning back – keep your cool, that was a laugh, I was now roasting hot. All I can remember for the next few minutes
was chewing like crazy on my Wrigley’s spearmint gum (the day after I had jaw ache from excess chewing!) After
this initial shock to the system, when things started to become more horizontal instead of vertical I started to enjoy
the walk. Ian pointed out all the distant peaks – the scenery was breathtaking. It was a different world to the one in
Chamonix. Brilliant blue skies, white crispy snow, rugged mountains. I expect my face looked just like John’s – a big
grin from ear to ear. This is what I had come for - the whole experience was unbelievable - I had never seen
mountains so beautiful as this before. These are the memories I shall never forget. The traverse went well - I
eventually found my feet, but after the delay on the cable it was late in the day when we reached the abseil point.
The Plan’s summit was going mushy so we didn’t actually reach the top. Instead we went down the Envers glacier to
spend a night in the Requin hut. Only one person slipped on the traverse – yes! That was me - and now I know why I
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was put in the middle of the rope. I had felt like a push-me-pull-you all morning - now I was glad of the two strapping
blokes on either side of me as I started to slide down the mountain. Bernard shouted ‘there she goes!’ Robert was
subsequently awarded a medal at the annual dinner for his skill in ice axe arrest and Jason a commendation from the
Pope for wapping a very large nut into the rock face. Cheers lads - I appreciated your gallant efforts in keeping me
alive. From the top of the glacier the Requin hut was just a spec in the distance, and the mountain was suddenly
very steep again – all the way down Ian had to talk to me - I think I must have been in shock. Eventually, near the
bottom I started to trust my feet again as I was taught how to ski in boots! I was very glad to reach the hut. What a
day, what an evening, what a brilliant bunch of people. After an excellent meal I was ready for sleep – comatosed
more like. John and Ian stayed another day at the hut and climbed a route on the mountain behind - I wish I were
younger! The rest of us had a very enjoyable trip down the Mer de Glace then the Montenvers railway back to
Chamonix. Why had I come down from the mountains? - It was so beautiful up there.

The next few days were taken up exploring valley bottom crags. Ian was reminiscing about ‘the good old days’ on
Snells Field to John and showing him around the old climbing haunts of Cham. Then another two day trip was
planned from the Smith’s base camp over the Valley Blanche to the Torino hut in Italy to attempt the Tour Ronde. A
spectacular cable ride across the Valley Blanc and Glacier de Geant gave us easy access to the Torino hut. An early
start the following day in perfect weather conditions enabled the Smiths to reach the Tour Ronde summit unfortunately we weren’t as quick and did not make it to the top. However, being just below 4000m was beneficial
as we found out the next day. That night we camped on the Col du Midi. The objective for the morrow was the big
one.

Mt Blanc – Thursday 2 August 2001
This is what I had only dreamed of doing. I suppose no
one had really thought it would be possible - two weeks
holiday would be pushing it. However, it was there,
waiting, looking down on us for the last week, conditions
still looking ok. ‘Let’s go for it’ was the consensus.
Having camped overnight on the snow we set off at 2ish
in the morning. The route up the mountain looked like a
fairy-tale trail of flickering torches - Christmas on the
mountain. The whole day turned out to be the biggest
Christmas present ever! We went up the steepish face of
Mont Blanc du Tacul where the condition of the snow
decided us not to return that way. This led us on to the shoulder of Mont Maudit, which was quite icy, from where
we started the long plod up to the summit. A couple of major decisions had to be made on the way, but thankfully
as far as I was concerned these led to the summit. On this day Josie, Bernard, Robert, Dave, Jason and myself made
it to the summit, as well as dozens more! Then we had a mega decent down the Bosses Ridge to the Dome du
Goutier. We then descended via the Grands Mulets hut and the Boissons Glacier. A 13 hour day. The first time in
the French Alps, and the only summit I actually reached during the two weeks holiday. But what a summit!

A fantastic holiday, with fantastic people, a personal achievement for me which I owe to the skills and experience of
LMC members, you know who you are, many, many thanks.
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LMC -The Early Days
As vaguely remembered by Steve (Ces) Smith and Chris Walker
We now have passed the half century since the Lancashire Teachers Mountaineering
Club (LTMC) morphed into the LMC. As Covid-19 keeps us in lockdown, it is a good
time to write down the recollections of those earlier days, before old age erases the
memory from us veterans.
The beginnings were a loose association of blokes (yes blokes as at that time rock
climbing was a very male preserve) who had an interest in the outdoors and climbing.
As early as 1965 Arthur Hassall had a poster on Leigh Tech gym wall announcing a
coach going to Derbyshire for a Sunday afternoon’s rock climbing. This was the idea
of Arthur Hassall and Walt Unsworth, where a collection of youths from Leigh Tech,
Briarcroft Youth Club in Atherton and other schools around that part of Lancashire
were taken to the Peak District for some informal outdoor activities. Some walked,
some climbed and some went to the pub at the first opportunity.
Walt Unsworth went onto bigger and better things in the mountaineering publishing
world. A remarkable thing about him was his pipe, which was a multi-purpose tool, not
just for smoking tobacco, but a pointer, direction indicator and general gesticulating
device. Once while discussing an early ambition of George Hartley to go to the Alps,
he tapped him on the chest with his pipe asking. ‘Have you ever bivvied boy?’ George
mentioned, he had, a few times in the Lakes and Wales. Walt was unimpressed being
of the opinion that such lowly things hardly counted. Walt even considered pipe smoke
to be the best deterrent of the infamous Cleggs on Skye. It certainly deterred anyone
from sharing a tent with him. All said, Walt was a great story teller he could easily
keep a group amused for a whole evening telling tales as we sat around a pub fire.
Arthur though will live on as the prime mover. He was not only the gym instructor at
Leigh Tech but also the leader of Briarcroft Youth Club in Atherton. For those who
never met him, he had a great enthusiasm and sense of fun. As a youth leader he
had an ability to direct a kind of controlled anarchy which let adolescent lads blow off
steam, without knocking each other to bits. The Briarcroft summer camp was his
centre piece, these wild lads used to appear off the coach in Borrowdale like Genghis
Khan’s Golden Horde but somehow no one got in trouble and youthful spirits were
expended. Whether it was by walking, climbing, playing football or offering half a
crown to anyone who would jump into the river off Grange Bridge the days passed in
great fun. Maybe in these more HSE oriented days these antics would be seen as
unacceptable, but they were enjoyable.
For my first lead on a climb I had a nice new pair of boots my mum had bought from
the Army and Navy Stores. We went to Shepherds Crag and Arthur passed me three
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rope slings as climbing gear. One for belaying at the bottom, one for the top and one
if I found something to fasten to on the way up. Gear has come on a bit since then.
It was Arthur’s enthusiasm that got the idea of the first hut going, which was down
Borrowdale near Grange. The term hut was somewhat generous. It was a road
menders hut that even the road menders thought was a bit rough, a well brought up
hen would have thought twice about using it as a hutch, but climbers thought it was
great. The palatial accommodation at Cae Ysgubor was beyond our wildest dreams
– a hut with a flushing toilet? - We thought Elsan was luxury. Showers – what was
wrong with the musky smell of body odour from a day’s climbing sweat, besides it had
no electricity or gas other than a cooking stove so there was no way to heat the water.
In 1967 the hut was removed to Portinscale as there had been some dark rumours
about a farmer’s egg production going down whenever someone was in residence at
the hut. So, the hut which was already attached to wheels was pulled by a Land Rover
driven by Chris Walker. Miraculously he transported it through the narrow streets of
Keswick. This was before the bypass, if you are walking by George Fisher’s
sometime, check out the street width. Arthur got ambitious after that and from
somewhere procured a second hut about twice the size of the first. It must have been
cheap as Arthur never did expensive. This hut which was attached to the first was the
beginning of the luxurious, louche lifestyle we now have. It had a wood burning stove,
although no hot water or flushing toilet, such things were still for wimps. The stove
was unfortunately the cause of the hut burning down in 1968, not as many suspected
by the pyromaniacal impulses of certain members, however they were not allowed to
play with matches for a long time after that. The general view was that it was some
clothes left near the stove that caught fire. We made the Westmorland Gazette with
that one, as when the flames reached the large Propane gas bottles, in the words of
a fireman “The hut went up like a Polaris Rocket”,
Around this time the LTMC formed. The actual definition of what was a Lancashire
teacher was somewhat elastic encompassing Social Workers, Joiners, Tyre
Salesmen and even a few school teachers.
Another hut and another farm, this time at Little Langdale Farm the famous Solitary.
The building had been used by an infirmed elderly lady who lived near Chorley. She
used it to have her private Sunday service, as she was too ill to attend Church
services, thus it was well appointed with light oak walls and a cross on the door. It
was found by John Bennison who is sadly no longer with us. His short life was almost
cut shorter when he cut through a live cable with his knife as we dismantled the hut
for transport. There was a bright flash and half his knife blade melted away. Once
again John Leigh and Chris Walker did the honours driving the dismantled hut to Little
Langdale. It always surprised me that the Solitary remained as long as it did as the
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foundations were just a haphazard pile of stones. The roof was worse - it blew off in
a storm. Chris Walker and some other lads arrived one Friday night, and whilst
complaining about the state the hut had been left in by the previous occupants, they
suddenly realised they had an unobstructed view of the constellation Orion.
John Leigh was one of the early members of the club renowned for his loud laugh he
could be located by it in the most crowded noisy pub. He left us to become a teacher
in Papua New Guinea. After teaching kids in Atherton, teaching a highland tribe which
had only been recently visited by Europeans would be a walk in the park. On return
he joined the FRCC and was for many years one of their hut wardens.
Another hard worker in those early huts was Ian Aitchison, now a model of probity
and sensible behavior. In those days he was the proud possessor of a Mini Cooper
‘S’ that he drove like a demon. In fact, when demons gathered to discuss their driving
behavior, Ian’s name was mentioned in hushed terms of respect. One day while
driving towards Coniston he was approaching a right-angle bend which had a gate
facing the road Ian was coming down. A little old lady who was approaching the gate
from the woods took one look at this car that was hurtling towards her, with its engine
roaring, tyres screaming and ran for her life.
Towards the end of the 60’s a number of club members namely Arthur Hassall, Stu
Thomas and Tony Sainsbury were involved in the compilation of Les Ainsworth’s first
Lancashire Rock Climbing Guide In those days it was a rather slim volume rather than
the bumper book of routes we see today. Anglezarke had been the venue for midweek climbing for a few years. Arthur had done the first pitch of Golden Tower (or up
to the ledge as it is now climbed in one pitch) and a few of us had helped cleaning the
main crack. Along came Les Ainsworth one night and thought that’s nice-looking line
there and got the first ascent!
Arthur did however chip a golf ball over it for bet. Something that has not been
repeated too many times.
Another climber who went on to bigger and better things, particularly in filming
ascents, was John Whittle. John along with Graham Whitaker did much of the opening
up routes in Anglezarke. John had taught himself to play the opening bars of a number
of famous classical piano pieces. So, one evening when we called drop in the pub.
He started off with the Moonlight Sonata which after half a dozen bars moved into Old
MacDonald’s Farm. John closed the lid saying he was fit for nothing but ribaldry and
bawd and headed for the door. We necked our pints and exited quickly, leaving a
stunned pub behind us.
After the Solitary, we took over the Loft. At first the Loft had a very rustic atmosphere
about it. It was just a floor to put our sleep mats on, eventually some cooking
equipment appeared, but no showers etc. You often had to negotiate your way to it
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past farmer Keith Rowan’s geese who were quite protective of their turf. The first
modification was metal ladder made by Harold Nield and Frank Williams. A steep
slippery contraption which when ascended with muddy boots after a wet day was a
death trap. More than one person has slipped down it after coming back from the pub
or after drinking too much of Harold Nield’s home brew. Harold never showed up to
the hut without at least a gallon of home brewed beer in his car.
About a year after that, the Bedgellert Hut was purchased and the LTMC became the
LMC (the teachers really were being outnumbered).
Harold Nield made a rather heroic contribution to the Bedgellert by taking part in a
sponsored walk over the Welsh 3000’ers. To be fair to Harold he was not the fittest of
guys, in fact he was rather rotund red-faced metalwork teacher. So, when word got
around Leigh Tech, he was going to do all 14 of them in one day, the sponsorship
rocketed, as no one thought he would do it. In fact, there was 25 quid a peak riding
on him, in 1971 350 pounds was a king's ransom. We started on Snowdon and just
as a number of us were finishing, the word came that Harold was giving up at the start
of the Carnedds. Hearing this, a group of us went back and manhandled him over the
last peaks. We were not missing out on all that money. Poor Harold had to have a
week off work as a result!
Those early days were products of their time and could never be repeated but those
of us who were there enjoyed them!
into a pub just outside of Glasgow on the way to Glencoe he asked if could he play
the pub piano. He sat down composed himself and played the opening bars of
Tchaikovsky’s Ist, he closed the lid saying the tension was too much and sat down
with us. Stu got up to get the next round and was asked who the good piano player
was by the landlady. He replied that he was concert pianist who came climbing with
us to wind down from a tour and was asked could we get him to play again. As John
took to the piano you could hear a pin
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A Walk in the Carrifran Wildwood
Dave McGregor
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The descent was gruelling: after a long slow ascent zigzagging up steep rough ground alongside Games
Gill and onto bare tops, I thought following the sheep fence down would be a doddle - it wasn’t. From a high
point of 757 metres it dropped steeply in a series of knee-wrecking dives, sometimes too steep to stand;
where it was easier to slide on the bum through the deep heather - the starting point always in sight yet so
far away. But, at the bottom it was still not over. Bog, long sedge grass and dense bracken lay between
ahead: I struggled to lift a leg now, so weary, so empty of energy.
Now feet up and eating cake liberally coated with honey, a cuppa to hand, I wait for energy to return –
cogitate. This is the Southern Uplands of high rolling hills, great ranges stretching away out of sight - utterly
bare. Its dales and gleanns* are sparsely populated with just a few farms, native trees clinging to river
edges and too often great slabs of dark green conifer plantations, the mark of man in their straight
boundary lines: incongruence, out of place – not belonging.
Yet in this u-shaped glaciated Gleann of Carrifran off Moffat Dale there is new life: autumn colours are
beginning to light the otherwise uniform
green sward and scattered rowans are
highlighted by their bright, rich red fruits
– birds are returning to feed. Pale
green aspens, not turned yet, put on a
display when the breeze blows, their
cascading leaves flutter, shimmer, twist
and turn – like a thousand tiny bells
ringing for joy. For these once bare
empty slopes are slowly coming back
to life – hardy volunteers from the
Borders Forest Trust are kick-starting
nature using seed from the few
surviving trees and shrubs and other
local proven sources. Native species
have been cleverly matched to the soil
conditions. Areas have been left open
by design to allow natural regeneration
all the way up to the skyline at 700
metres.
Here, on the steep hanging valley of Firth Hope exposed to the full force of the prevailing wind, volunteers
have planted juniper, dog willow, downy birch even rowan to create a tree-line woodland – truly an amazing
sight. It was nearby at the same altitude that a broken yew bow was discovered buried in the black peat –
carbon tests dated it back to 6,000 years while subsequent peat samples revealed the area was once
heavily wooded. Soon, the bare open plateau itself will be planted with montane scrub.
From this high vantage point buffeted by fierce winds, the far away Solway Firth is a gleam of reflected light
while on all sides dark green hills fade away to the horizon – turning wind turbine blades catch the eyes.
Yet this mostly barren, denuded and abused emptiness is romanticised as a wilderness, somewhere to
escape to; to discover nature! For centuries exploited by man, overgrazed by sheep and deer aided by feral
goats and cattle, this land has been stripped bare: without root systems to hold it in place, rainfall has
leached its nutrients away, the soil has been denuded of goodness and is no longer a natural habitat. Far
below water, falling off the high land sparkles in the fleeting sunlight and cloud shadow chases across the
steep fell. Now in the fleeting sun beams, the deliberate irregular plantings of nursery trees and the open
spaces between are sharply silhouetted – it’s beautiful.

The wind is fierce and cold close to the escarpment edge. Soon, the bitter wind and the steepness of the
land force me to climb higher onto the open top. Now eyes lift to sweep across the distant horizons, a
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kaleidoscope of light and shade amid bitter cold wind. Beyond the glint of the Firth the vague shapes of
Lakeland hills are just visible, but here in unfamiliar territory, I am unable to identify any of the inland hills
about me.
The boundary fence stretches before me, posts set close together: six strands of heavy gauge wire
tensioned rigid, chest high. Once a month, winter and summer, hardy volunteers trek this fence, determined
livestock will not find a breach to exploit! The walking is not easy. Each step sinks deep into the ground
cover, each leg has to be lifted high for the next step – it’s tiring.
I have no watch: the mobile is switched on, confirming it’s late, after five – I’ve been going now for six
hours. The gathering clouds have lost their glow and the blue patches are no longer: a gloomy darkness
has begun to settle over the land. Only this perfectly straight fence breaks the featureless hilltop, marching
away into the distance and disappearing over the edge, where I have to follow, cold hands in pockets –
weary now.
Bothywill 2019.
Carrifran Wildwood began as a local grassroots initiative, planning and raising money to purchase this
empty gleann with the purpose to create a self-sustaining ecological system, where, with a bit of help
nature would be allowed to regenerate at its own pace: in the first decade half a million trees and shrubs
were planted in all weather conditions.
Since then the Borders Forest Trust has acquired two more tracts of land and more recently the 2,150
hectare Talla and Gameshope upland sheep farm on the northern boundary of Carrifran: already there are
volunteers planting this incredibly steep land.
* I have chosen to use the original, Scot’s Gaelic spelling for glen – gleann.

================================================================================

May Newsletter—Cryptic quiz. Answers;
1.Blackburn, 2.Bolton, 3.Burnley, 4.Bury, 5.Carnforth, 6.Chorley, 7.Clitheroe, 8.Darwen,
9.Fleetwood, 10.Garstang, 11.Haslingden, 12.Lancaster, 13.Littleborough, 14.Oldham,
15.Preston, 16.Ramsbottom, 17.Ribchester, 18.Rochdale, 19.Silverdale, 20.Wigan.
===================================================================

Forthcoming Zoom events.
Tues. 14th July 8.30. Ski Mountaineering in the Caucasus—Bernard Smith
Tues. 28th July 8.30. Secret Snowdonia with Fred Dibnah—Roger Greenhalgh
Tues. 11th Aug. 8.30. Hut to Hut Ski Touring/ Day Ski Tours/ Kalimnos climbing/
Manaslu Circuit ------Dave Sudell.
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Letter to the editor
Dear Sir,
I have instructed Messrs Sue, Grabit, and Run, to take legal proceedings against the author of the scurrilous letter
published under my name in last month’s journal.
This disgraceful act has all the hallmarks of a former journal editor, famed for his slanderous publications. Indeed
his journalistic mottos of "never let the truth get in the way of a good story" and "you can trust me I won't say a
word" are legendary.
The truth of the matter is this, a great deal of wine had been taken, and I cannot deny damage to the seat in
question, however I knew nothing of it at the time, due to being discovered in a somnolent posture in Cae
Ysgubor’s 'Temple of Easement' by an Irish member who suggested I retire to my bunk, but to hang on a minute
until he found his camera. Any suggestion that my "delicate bits" were damaged is completely false, and I can give
total assurance to any of the concerned membership that the said "bits" are in reasonable working order (my wife
assures me), considering my advanced years.
I quite understand that this matter is a mere trifle in comparison to some of the outrageous antics of LMC
members over the past 50 odd years, which are perhaps best left to the mists of time, but I cannot now take my
daily Lockdown exercise for fear of Horwich residents smirking at me from behind their face masks with comments
concerning "Release the Beast" underpants.
Should any moneys be left after the Lawyers have taken their share, I intend to pay for reinforced lavatory seats
at the huts, as such future incidents must be avoided.
I remain sir,
Disgusted of Horwich.

In appreciation of Brian
Not Daft Enough? – Dave Sudell
It had been a perfect mid- week evening meet in Houghton Quarry one of the best gritstone quarries in the
north of England. (It was a shame about the moss and vegetation). One of those lovely warm spring
evenings with the sun slowly setting late. Others in our group had been climbing on harder routes nearer to
the quarry entrance. Our chosen route was “Bowker's Crack” VS4c 25ft. He was climbing well that
summer. The route description in the Guide is brief, “just left is a short wall. Climb the right corner of this”
with no illustration …. err ….. eh? He'd placed a half Moac just before his final move and thankfully it
proved to be bomb proof, so I managed to stop him as he lobbed off just short of the top. He wasn't too
battered and bruised and we managed to self-rescue and continue via another adjacent route. Given that we
were both in shock and were now placing a runner every three feet, our escape took quite a while. Then we
had to descend around the top of the quarry via the dreaded vegetation. Anyone who has ventured into
Houghton at dusk will understand that the exit can be even more hazardous than the ascent. Eventually we
just made it to the Boar’s Head for some well-earned refreshment. Me; 'this is our third pint and were both
driving', him; 'loosen up a bit, you’re a good lad you Dave but you’re not quite daft enough'. I decided to
take this as a compliment, coming as it did from a man who knows about such things, and after all may be
falling from the top of the twenty-five foot climb had loosened his tongue. We were both sitting on the
pavement outside the Boar’s Head pub enjoying exceptionally good beer. In fact it was the wrong apres
climb pub, the rest of the group had retreated ages ago in need to quench a raging thirst in the true spirit of
the LMC i.e. 'leave the buggers' and had gone to the Royal Oak down the road. But as they say, all's well that
ends well. I learned to take life a little less seriously and we didn't join the others and go back to Frank's
where they drank all his home brew! Goodness knows how they avoided the Leigh lock up on the way back
to their homes after that session. I had many great times with Brian, this is an account of just one of them
and from then on I really did make an effort to take life a little less seriously and 'be a little dafter', surely
good advice for everyone.
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July Crossword

by Sue Furness
1

2

3

4
5

6

7

9

8

10
11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18
19

20

21

22

23

Across:

Down:

1.Originally a Roman Rd, still a climb (4,6)

1, 9 across. An historic country house near
Wigan (5,4)

6. Old term for a Guide or now publisher (8)
8. Sea eagle (4)
9.See 1.down (4)
10.We may lose this with age (7)
12. Area of wet muddy ground (3)
13.Tolkein - fictional humanoid creature (3)
14.Where we all head for (3)
15.Very cold or unfriendly (7)

2,Large waterfowl, not a duck or swan (7)
3.Good for making gin (4)
4.Female ruminant (3)
5. Between the ball and the ankle(6)
7,11 Famed as the narrowest ridge on the
British mainland (6,6)
11. see 7. (6,6)

16.A hill known for its white pillar (4)

12. A technique climbers use to exert tension
(5)

19. For seeing with (4)

14 ---- and toast (3)

21. Gardens overlooking Windermere (8)

17. Before all others (5)

23.Fell walker and author (10)

18. Mist ,fog or smear (4)
20. Medicinal bath (3) 22. Commandeer or
boar (3)
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May Crossword Answers
Across: 1. Pennine Way. 6. Sleddale, 8.Peak. 9. Scar. 11.Wrynose, 13.Wet. 14.app. 15.0ff,
16.walkers, 17.fell, 20.heft, 22.crampons, 24,Wednesday’s.
Down: 1.poles, 2.nod, 3.Iran, 4.Alp, 5.massif, 7.Europe, 10.ant, 12.fabric, 13.Weaver, 15.one,
18.Lancs, 19.maps, 21.tee, 23.pea.
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Update from the MBA
For anyone contemplating heading for the
hills especially the Highlands and Islands
as the lockdown eases and fancying a
stay at a bothy be aware they are now
closed and will remain so for the
foreseeable future. That includes all
Forestry Commission bothies, which have
been closed and locked! No change is
expected until far into 2021! In addition
CalMac are only running a skeleton
service to the Islands with currently severe
limits on who can board!
Since the recent vandalism of three Loch
Lomond area bothies, Maintenance
Organisers and Estate owners have been
asked, where possible, to make visual inspections.
It’s going to be a long year and by the end two bothies will be gone, closed by their owners. The
publication of the Bothy Bible and social media have created a surge in visits, placing strain on
both MO’s and estates: some estates have had enough. An Cladach bothy on Islay closes at the
end of August for the hind shooting season and Peanmeanach soon after, this one for good! We
await the effect of Geoff Allan’s latest publication to see if more will follow?
Bothy Will.
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THE LANCASHIRE WAY

--MARY LEDWICK

The Lancashire Way, created over 20 years by Neil Harwood,
is a long distance path, 291 miles long with 30 873 feet of
ascent, made up of three loops, Northern, Central and
Southern with an Eastern loop being planned. It has been
designed “to showcase this beautiful county …. In
particular to show the beauty and variety of its scenery, the
breadth and depth of its history and to experience the
warmth and humour of its people.”
LOOP

DISTANCE

ASCENT

STAGES

START / FINISH

Southern

81 miles

7 000 feet

1 to 16

Preston

Central

101 miles

1 300 feet

17 to 28

Preston

Northern

109 miles

10 000

29 to 42

Lancaster

Many of the stages have been covered on Wednesday walks and the whole
be a suitable project for future long walks. Maps and full details of each
available at www.lancashireway.com

walk might
stage are

LANCASHIRE MOUNTAINEERING CLUB ANNUAL DINNER 2020
As mentioned in the last newsletter the details for the Club Dinner at Shap Wells 21st November 2020 are below. Of
course this is Covid permitting. It’s an evening not to be missed.
Accommodation to be booked directly with the Shap Wells Hotel via Scott MacGregor. Tel. 01931 716628, When
contacting the hotel quote EVNT000509/GA001657 and mention Lancashire Mountaineering Club dinner & date. The
cost will be the same as last year. These special prices have been negotiated for a limited number of rooms, similar
to last year, so book early to avoid disappointment.
£49.50 pp in a double room B&B
£10 pp per night single occupancy surcharge.
Children 4-12yrs room and breakfast only £10
An extra £10 for a dog in the room.
The cost of the meal and entertainment will remain the same as last year £40pp. Children 4-12yrs Dinner £13.50.
Please book this direct with Josie by Bacs Acc. No. 08798747, clearing code 07-01-16, ref. LMC dinner or by cheque
payable to Josie Smith. Any problems please contact either:
Janette email- janettemaude@hotmail.com Tel 07884 490810
OR
Josie email- jsm_uk@yahoo.com Tel 07980 647097
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